LAYOFFS!
Brown Denies Faculty Members Tenure
By ROBERT CIULLA with MORRIS STAU.. ORD
Growing concern by students over lhe layoffs of lwo Bronx
Community College faculty members continues lo grow,
and lhe Communicator has learned lhal 22 other faculty
members have been told lhal their positions will be
eliminated by nexl September, wilh other lay-offs expected
lobe announced shortly.
The focal point of the students concern has been directed
at the layoffs of Professor George Dragone!li of the music
department, and Professor Joseph Bacote, the assistant in
charge of student activities. In exclusive interviews with the
co--unkaiQI! Last w.eek, both men were shocked al the
news and both said \hat the layoffs are a "real blow."

Tenure Recommended
Both professors were up for tenure this semester and
described the process: First, each department has it's own
Personnel and Budget committee (known as the P and B
board) which evaluates a professor's performance and
recommends whether that professor, at the time he is up for
tenure, should be recommended for tenure, and in this case
both men were. Then the recommendation moves on to the
sub-committee of the college P and B board where tenure is
either recommended to the full college P and B board, or
denied. Both professors passed this step on their way to
achieving tenure, and the question was brought to the full
college P and B board. Again, both professors passed this
phase of the evaluation process. The rt•commendation is
then brought to the attention of the president, who gives
final approval.
Tenure l)enied
The college President, Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, Jr .. did not
arrrove Dragonetti and Bacote for tenure, the first time
according to many long-time faculty and staff members at
BCC that a President has gone against the rccommendat ions
of the three P and B boards. The President, after many futile
allempts by Communicator staff members, was not
available for comment on the maller.
Carol Banks, the President's secretary, stated that there
are budgetary and individual considerations involved in the
matter. She would not elaborate any further nor comment
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on the indiv idual cases. Miss Banks also disclosed that the addition, in the second sentence in the letter to Bacote,;
President would refuse to discuss the matter or any aspects Brown stated: "Unfortunately. I will not he ahle to meet
concerning the lay -offs v.'ith anyone including the press. She, with you to discuss this matter. ·'
cited certain confidential mailers involving the faculty
No Tenure Will Hurl
members which cannot be made public, and said "that there
Dragonelli stated, "I am worried ahout not having been·
are certain aspects of the situation that the President cannot
tenured and how it will affect my gelling a job in the .
make known."
future ." Not being recommended for tenure means both
men will not be able to work for the City University ststem
again,
and Bacote said "Now I'll probably have 1o move out
Certified Leller Sen I
of
the
city
if I'm going to be able to gel a joh in a college. "
Both Dragonelli and Bacote received the news of the
In
recommendations
for tenure, considerations are given
layoffs through a leuer sent to them in the mail. Here is the
context ot the letter sent to professor Dragonctti dated to ou: standing achievements :!nd sen ices ;;crformcj ny lhe
October 24: "/ .regret to inform you that I am unable to person up for tenure. Both men have imrcccahlc records of
recommend to the Board of Higher Education your reap- service and achievements, and students ha\'e been circulating
pointment as Assistant Professor in the Department of petitions and holding rallies in a vain allcmpt to rrevent the
Music and Art .for the academic year starting September/ I, lay-offs from becoming reality .
1978.
On behalf of the College, I wish to thank you .for the
services you have rendered and extend my best wishes .for the
.future."

Professor Bacote received a similar leller. Under Board of
Higher Education regulations, both men have ten days to
respond to the letter, and the President has ten days to
respond to their leller. Both men received their resronses
last Friday, and this exrlanation was given to both
professors:
"It is the policy of the Board qf Higlwr Education, as
expressed in the Statement f~( the Board f~( Higher
Education on 11 cademic Personnel Practice in The Citr
Unii'C•rsil_l' ()( ,\'('11' York. that 'the derision to grant tenure
shall take into accotmt imtitutional factors such as the
capacity()( the department or the College to renew itself: the
development of new fields of study, and projectiom f~{
student enrollment. "
"The reason .for my action of non-reappointment," the
letter continued, "is that after a careful analysis' of enrollment projections in the College and of staffing patterns in the
Student Development area, in my judgment there is an
excessive number of positions in your department." In

Robberies Hit Student Center

By ROBERT CIULLA
A series of robberies have been
plaguing the Gould Student Center
since the summer, according to
Peter Velez, the building's
manager.
A worker for the Purity Vending
Service, which services the snack
machines in the cafeteria was heldup and his truck stolen by thugs on
Wednesday, November 2nd at 1:30
p.m . The robbers reportedly
followed the Purity employee after
he collected money from the
machines to his truck where he was
then robbed and his truck stolen.
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In May, robbers broke into the
book store by breaking down a
security door and stealing over
$5,000. Later, in July, burglars
made a hole in the wall to break
into the store, only to find that the
money was stored in a different
location than in the previous
robbery. Nothing was believed to
have been stolen, according to
Charlie R.edlor, proprietor of the
bork store.
Velez stated that he believes the
same group of people, either
students or friends of students arc
responsible for the burglaries.

Less Senioril~· h1r Others
"There were peorle who had less seniority than me whose
jobs were maintained," said Bacote. "When you rass all
three wrnmittecs with flying colors" Racote continued,
''being vetoed by the President is a real blow .·'
La~-nffs Hil Others
Professor Richard Kor of the Physical Education
Department said that there arc two people being released
from hi\ staff. They arc Professors Earl Duval and Joyce
Bloom.
On the layoff of Professor Blo~>m, 1\or stated: "Professor
Bloom will be a serious loss to the students here at BCC
because of her devotion to this department." There are also
numerous lay-offs in the Departments of Chemistry and
Nursing.
There arc many !henries being given by many potentially
rowcrful and influential forces on the BCC campus. One
theory that has popped up concurrently is that Brown plans
to eventually fill the vacancies on the faculty with people of
his own choosing. Others expressed fear that the P and B
boards are losing their strength and that the ro\ition of the
President is gaining more.

Bookstore Discards
Damaged Paperbacks
By WENI>Y NICOLLS
The policy of certain publishing
houses to have the front covers of
slow selling mass marked paper
backs returned, has forced the
Bronx Community College
bookstore to disgard coverless
books which are prohibited by law
to be sold in this condition. Once or
twice a year when general reading
paper backs aren't selling, the
covers arc removed and returned to
the publisher. Charlie Red lor,
manager of the bookstore, stated

that this has occured for as long as
publishers have advised bookstores
on this policy. Mr. Redlor said that
to his knowlege, "by law
bookstores aren't allowed to sell
books once the covers have been
taken off."
Mr. Red lor stressed, that very
rarely are books thrown away . He
also emphasized since he's getting
credit for the covers, the books
can't be sold. "No record is made
as far as the books that are thrown
away. The only record is that the

covers are returned to the
publisher." Redlor stated.
Although a used text book may
not have a cover it can be sold to a
student, however, students have on
occassion sold books back to the
bookstore depending on the
condition,Mr . Red lor explained.
: Coverless paperbacks can be
donated to charity through the
student organization to help
younger students who need
assistance through an educational
facility.
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the Conanaunieator
A student publication of the Bronx Community College
of the City University of New York; funded by
the student activity fee

Bronx Society
·II
Seeks Members

The Bronx County Historical
Society, administrators of the
Valentine-Varian House, Museum
of Bronx History, 208th Street and
F.dilor-in-Chief: Robert Ciulla
Bainbridge Avenue; of the Edgar
Associate Editor: Freddie Washington
Allan Poe Cottage, Kingsbridge
Editorial Assistant: Richard Fl'dderman
Road and the Grand Concourse; of
Sports Editor; Diane Gonzalez
the Bronx County Historical
Entertainment Editor: Lenny Rinaldi
Research Library, located within
mrector of Photography: Stan Collins
the Valentine· Varian House; and
Health Editor: Meredith Nielsen
of the Bronx County Archives,
announces the commencement of
Staff Reporters:
its annual Membership Campaign
News: Leslie Joy Brown, Warren Channel, Joe Uvingston,
and Membership prize Contest.
Wendy Nicolls, Sandra Williams
Members of the Bronx County
Entertainment: han Albero, AI Jamison.
Historical Society receive a sub·
scription to the BCHS Journal,
Inquiries ror spacl' and ads shoudl ('alll'XI. 441.
published semi-annually; free
Thl' Communicator office is loratl'd in the Could Student
admission to the Museum of Bronx
Cl'ntl'r, room 312.
History, Edgar Allan Poe Cottage,
and the Historical Society's
walking tours, conducted through
out the year; a IOI!Jo discount on
purchases at the Society's gift shop;
the Historical Society Monthly
Forum, a newsletter listing the
monthly activities and events of the
Society; and an invitation to the
The la~·offs nf facull~· members the last few weeks has Society's annual dinner in the
spring.

Hold your fire(ing)!

brought a rise in conscinusness among students who appreciate the devoted help offered them by instructors who
ma~· no longer be with us.
The students in the Music department who de\·oted their
time by rallying behind Prof. l>ragonetti at his time of need
prove that all isn't apathy around the BCC campus. There is
no doubt that the loss of a good instructor will be felt by the
students and the nmpus as a whole. And, of course, no one
will hurt more by if than those whose jobs are on the line: the
loss of a job, the loss of a sense of sel·urit~·. the loss of
friends, the loss of a daily routine.
In our research work on this crucial matter, we made
several attempts to meet with President Brown, the man
behind this massive series of layoffs. After many attempts,
all we could gel was his sel·retary, Can~l Ranks. Miss Banks
made an appointment for us to meet with the president on
November 21st. Rut, b~· that time, who knows? The pink
slips could have been given out to every faculty member of
BCC. In recent weeks many student organizations and
faculty as well have been telling us about the unavailability
of Brown to meet with them. One wonders how he could
have time, what with his busy non-BCC related schedule that
includes a WNBC radio show.

Those privileges are received by
those who donate annual membership dues of $10 per person. In
addition, special membership
categories are offered which include life membership, membership
for businesses, husbands and
wives, for students and for senior
citizens. Inquiries concerning these
special categories should be
directed to the Historical Society by
telephoning 881-8900.
Those already members of the
Bronx County Historical Society
are eligible for the BCHS membership prize, awarded to the
person who garner the most new
members in a single year. The
winner will receive two free tickets
to the Society's Annual Dinner, a
gala social event held at a historic
Bronx location each June.

Leuers To The Editor II

To the Editor:
The October 13 issue of Tht
Communicator carried a letter
from Flora N. Daniels in which she
complained about the lack of
financial aid for part-time students.
As Coordinator of Financial Aid, I
very much sympathize with Ms.
Daniels and I understand the
frustration which led her to write
the letter; but I must correct the
inaccuracies which it contained.
While it is true that the CUNY
Assistance Program (CAP which
helped approximately 2,000 parttime students pay their tuition last
year, is gone, it was replaced by
another,
unfortunately
less
generous program of tuition
waivers for part-timers. More than
500 part-time BCC students
received a tuition waiver in September and even more will benefit
in February, 1978. In addition,
with the exception of TAP and
College Discovery, all the other
grant, loan and work-study
programs at BCC are available to
part-time students. Most important, BEOG goes to part-timers
and we estimate that more than
2,000 part-time BCC students will
receive a Basic Grant this year.
Furthermore, contrary to what Ms.
Daniels wrote, there is no reason to
believe they are all liars.
Verification studies conducted by
the Federal Government and
CUNY have shown that the
overwhelming majority of students
fill out their BEOG applications
accurately and honestly. Having
worked at BCC for over eight years
I know that is the case here also.
Frankly, I feel Ms. Daniels owes an
apology to the thousands of honest ,
truthful BCC students whom she
slandered by writing" .. . part-time
students who lied well enough to
get BEOG."
Her frustration is quite understandable since financial aid is
inadequate, particularly for the
working poor, but there is little
anyone at BCC or elsewhere in
CUNY can do. All of the financial
aid programs we administer are
state or federally funded and we
can only spend what we receive
under the regulations written in
Albany and Washington .
Hcm~e Strauss
1-'inandal Aid Coordinator

The Buildings and Grounds
Department is the campus agency
providing cleaning and maintenance services to all the buildings.
It would be unfair to say that they
have turned their backs on us or
abandoned us to float like an island
on campus. They do provide some
services. However, it is not like it
used to be. There have been drastic
cutbacks in services to GSC. But B
& G has itself suffered drastic
cutbacks.
Be that as it may, the situation
now is that GSC has a low priority
at B & G and the level of custodial
and maintenance services provided
are a far cry from what is needed.
We are now using student s to clean
and do some maintenance work .
The building ha s been painted at
the hands of certain students. For
particular maintenance needs we
have been asked to cover the costs .
The building needs new entrance
doors, for example, and we have
had to set aside $15,000 from
operating funds to cover the cost of
replacing just some of them .
Petl'r Velez
Manager
Gould Student Center

To the Editor:
In the October 13, issue of the
Communicator there were a few
negative statements about the
professors at BCC. Here are a few
positive. ones.
It's indeed a treat to find that
some of the teachers at BCC arc

quite full of know how when it
comes to being helpful. They take
the time to assist students in every
way they possibly can. Their help is
appreciated much more than they'll
ever realize. I'd bet they don't even
recognize some of the ways in
which they supplement some
students.
One English teacher, Dr. Sue
The Bronx County Historical
Goldman,
had the good nature to
Society was founded in 1955 for the
purpose of collecting and
offer her assistance in looking up
preserving manuscripts, books and
one students previous English final
historical objects connected with
grades. This was to compare the
writings to see why this student had
the history, heritage and growth of
What really concerns us about Brown's true devotion to the Bronx and to promote
to reapeat Enlish 13.Unthe BCC community are the little things. On the night of knowledge, interest and research in
fortunatcly, the grades were too old
to be kept on file . But the teacher
October 14th, the Alumni Association threw a birthday party these fields.
tried anyway. This same instructor
in commemoration of RCC's 20th anniversary. Brown was
For further information and a
took time out of her busy schedule,
not at the party, but giving a speech at NYU. You could say free brochure contact the Bronx
even though she had a meeting to
it's almost like not showing up for your own birthday party. County Historical Society at 3266 To the Editor:
attend, to tell one student how to
Not that there is anything wrong with giving a speech at Bainbridge Avenue, Bronx, N.Y.
In a recent Communicator ar- go about writing an essay. The
10467.
ticle, reporter Wendy Niccols student had missed a couple of
NYU, but there should be a sense of priorities. Perhaps
to bring to light the previous classes because of a death
attempted
Brown is not aware that he is presenting a very apathetic
situation at the Student Center. It in the family, so this kind gesture
attitude on a campus that has it's share of people who don't
was a commendable ·effort on a relieved the student.
care, or, perhaps he is aware of what he is doing and is only
subject that should be of interest to
One more example was how a
concerned about his own well being.
the student body . I can not say that student was having difficluty in
I hope they read it since something concentrating. The teacher, Dr.
wa s lost in the tran slation from the Ronson, plainly stated after class
A good leader will always avail himself to the needs of his
notes to the article. Much was how she, the student, should try
constitutents and not try to shut them out. At the beginning
misinterpreted and taken out of and hang in there no matter how
of the semester there was a strong feeling that things were
Have we missed you? Have you context. I do not wish to correct all impossible the work seemed at the
going to get better around here. Now, we find some of our earned a G.P.A. on 24 or more of the discrepancies but wish to
present time . This gave the student
best fal·ult~· being laid off by a man who has prown himself college degree credits? If so, we make a few things clear.
more confidence and instantly
The Student Center has a number made her walk into the speech lab
not to have the time to devote to the pt.•oplt.• he is supposed to want you as a member of Phi-Theta
serve. We at the Communicator condone an~· la~· offs of Kappa, National Honor Society to of problems. The greatest one is and make an appointment. The
let the campus and community that it suffers from overcrowding little inspiration that was donated
facult~· b~· a president who is making it quite apparent that he
know that there are students who and the consequences from it.
either does not want to be bothered or doesn't han• the time learn and achieve good grades, and Those consequences include once again shows there is genuine
concern for students welfare.
to meet with his fellow constituents.
are being recognized for this deterioration of the various traffic
Dr. Ron so n also went out of his
achievement at BCC . If you meet areas and an amount of dirt and way to . be kind to a student by
Mr. Brown, hear us out. You are destroying your own these requirement s and have not garbage that is impossible ta.kccp ask in& h~r to sec hin1 after class in
credib-ility and that of the rollegl' by' y·our actions. Since the received an invitation to become a up with. Another problem is that reference to getting help from the
layoffs are conducted on a seniority basis, and since those member, please contact Prof. when BCC acquired the Gould school psychologist. Because of the
Muriel Brill Lo-214 or Prof. Robert Student Center it was already in responsibilities she said the
being laid off have been lu•re for as long as se\'l'n years and
De Lea ire in Lo-321, Sponsors of need of attention . Most of the pressures of school were getting her
Mr. Brown has bt.•en here for three months, one wondt.•rs Phi Theta Kappa, Lambde Nu maintenance problems it had then
down . He sensed this. By her being
where the ax should really fall n~xt.
Chapter.
it still has .
(Contirrued on Page 4)

Phi-Theta Kappa
Sends Out Call
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Theater Workshop Presents
'The Me Nobody Knows'

Poet Piri Thomas Visits BCC
By FREDDIE WASHINGTON

By WARREN CHANNELL

Based on the writings of 200 ghetto children, "The Me
Nobody Knows" is being presented by Theatre Workshop at
the Hall of Fame Playhouse now thru Saturday, November
19 at 8 p.m. with a Matinee performance scheduled for
Saturday at 2:30p.m. and the final performance on Sunday,
November 20th, at 2:30p.m. Tickets for this production will
be available in the Gould Student Center for two dollars. For
information call 367-7300 ext. 453 or 460.
Staged by Prof. AI Cosentino,
this dark and lovely production
won the Broadway Drama Critics
Award as Best Musical of 1970.
This musical is a vital cry of underprivileged Americans, aged I0-18,
largely Black and Puerto Rican,
who see their existence in New
York City as a gamble between
survival and disaster. The muscial
has no plot, and is a story of a day
in the life of the young people in
Harlem. Wrillcn by a former
junior high school English teacher,
1he children's stories arc punctuated with soulful and hard-rock
melodies such as the popular tunc,
"If I Had A Million . " All dialogue
and lyrics were wrillen by ghello
school children .
The cast includes: AI Young
(student director), Linda Lee
Wayne, Susan Sigglko, Tony
Fusco, Vicki Moses, Joe Bello,
Conchita Nelson, Vicki Goldstein,

Randy Urrutia, Jeanette
Rodriguez, Ed Sewer, Erwin
Amos, Lydia Batty, Alma
O'Blenis, John Valentin, and Tim
Halecki. Michael Kramer and
Brandi Lee Weil, both 14 year old
residents of the college area, were
recruited for the show .
Theatre Workshop, part of the
Communication Arts and Sciences
department, usually does a musical
in the spring. This year, adding to
the celebration of the 20th birthday
of the college, they decided to do a
musical in the fall also. They will be
doing a musical cabaret in
December with another production
scheduled to be presented in April,
under the direction of a student.
Theatre Workshop has been
selected to present their production
of "TheMeNobodyKnows"atthc
American College Theater Festival
being held this year in February at
Fredonia.

'Whisper' Speaks Of
Black Experience
. is a ~ollec~i<?!L of
poems by \'irgi\ Logan, a perWJ:I)~PER.

ceptive Black Writer who has
created a unique vision of
Blackness. WHISPER will deepen
your sense of the Black experience.
WHISPER will make you laugh.
cry, feel joy and pain - see the
diversity of Black life in images
" ... that breath pink pearl conches . . . " The poems of Virgil
Logan's WHISPER, illustrated by
the drawings of Rudel Briscoe,
form poetic pictures of rare Black
beauty.
The poet, a native of Dayton,
Ohio, was educated at Bowdoin
College in Maine and Harvard
University
in
Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Prior to joining
Networks at BCC in September,
1977, he scr\•cd as chairperson of
the English department at ODWINHealth Careers in Boston. Mr.
Logan has read his poetry at
several schools and colleges in
Ma ssachusells and New England,
including Boston College, Northeastern University, the University
of New Hampshire, and the
National Center for Afro American Artists. His reading~
have also taken him to the prisom
of Massachusells, where he has
conducted
Black
literature
seminars for inmates .
In 1970, Mr . Logan was awarded
a Thomas J. Watson Foundation
Fellowship. During that academic
year he traveled in West and East

Africa, studying the contemporary

For mor. IH, trs than I can remember, I labored at my desk trying to capsulize in paragraphs and
words the description of, an atmosphere of enlightenment, an inspiration of life. I tried to picture in words a controversy wedded to finesse, a social contradiction and a philosophy of life in
the form of a human being.
In the final analysis the description
only required two words - Piri
Thomas - the author of the best
sellers Down These Mean Streets;
Saviour, Saviour, Hold My Hand
and Mean Streets smashed the
million seller mark and was placed.
in the archives of Random House
Publishers, making it a classic of
novel writing.
Too Much Reality
To get "Mean Streets" published
(and even later works) wasn't a
pushover. Piri had to struggle
upstream against social ridicule
because his work contained too
much acid and reality . The old
guard publishers had trouble accepting a fresh approach to an
historical truth, that obviously by
its success needed to be told
another time. There have even been
attempts to ban his material, but
the struggle to overcome that was
just another of many impossibilities for Piri to meet head
on . Of course if you arc a winner at
heart, then you are a winner in fact.
Thanks to the diligent efforts of
Professors Sylvia Miranda and
George Davis of the Black and
Puerto Rican Studies Department
and Prof. William Kleiber of Total
Discovery, a host of faculty, staff

life. The redundance of daily
nothingness brought home the
shock that a change had to come.
There he coined the philosophy
"Don't sctve time, let time serve
you." His quest for knowledge and
beauty intensified his reading- he
received a GED with a 270 percentile, went to bible school , read
philosophy, history and wrote.
His father had taught him that

*

Piri Thomas
too many "It\ and buts meant
doubt and defeat" so he struck
those words from hi s vocabulary.
His first ten years after leaving
prison, Piri worked with youth
gangs, struggled for civil rights,
lectured in prisons, public schools,
colleges and at community activities . He loves humanity and has
never forgotten his umbilical root.

and students had the estatic joy of

lr was· lifter prison that life tested

the noted African writers he interviewed were Chinua Achebc,
author of Things Fall Apart;
playwright and novelist Wole
Soyinka; poet and playwright John
Pepper Clark; William Conton,
author of The African; Camara
Laye, author of L 'enfant Noir (The
African Child).

meeting the renowned author in the
flesh at a lecture in Stevenson Hall
last Wednesday, November9.
His appearance could not have
been timed beuer. With the heat of
the mid-terms breathing down
student's necks, the pressure of
survival threatening the collt inuance of classes for some. and
the uncertainty of direction in
others, Piri's -:andid and humorous
semi11ar was a shot of adrenclin .
For those of you who missed the
seminar or never had the good
fortune to meet Piri elsewhere, I'll
altempt to interpret his being a shot
of adrenclin; what prompted a
student to ask how he became so
"·ise, why he is so many things and
ultimately, a success story .
Born in Poverty
Aside from being a writer,
painter, poet, music lover and an
advocate of astroprojection , John
Peter Thomas is fir st a son of El
Barrio horn in the howels of
po verty with a lo ve or humanism,
beauty. and the drive to achiev e, he
ha s that spl·cial flavor that ma kc.~>
you kel the joy or hrntherlwod.
I lis youth is a carbon copy of many
of us. In public school he made
every effort, obvious or discreet to
discourage learning, survival was
neces\ary by any means possible.
the most available of which was
crime and 1he proof 1hat crime paid
was shown by the big cars and
fancy trappings of the dudes on the
corner. Piri followed that path, the
need for identity was of prime
importance, but the drive for
learning never died so he
"borrowed" books from the
library to bone up on knowledge
between wheeling and dealing . It
was while in prison for his one and
only time, that he finally broke the
chain of the street corner way of

how much he would ~tick to his
divorce from doubt-defeat and not
give up. He had spent four years
writing "Mean Streets ," originally,
in Old English script. Before he
could find a publisher, it was
destroyed. There came the
t' hallenge, could it he done again,

Virgil Logan
An actor as well as a teacher ,
poet, and editor, Logan has appeared in the Boston fllack
Repertory Company production of
Thr Rivt•r Nigrr, in which he
played the part of Dr. Dudley
Stanton, a role portrayed in the
film version by Lou Gosset (Emmy
A\vard winner for Fiddler in
Roots).
Currently, Mr. Logan is completing a second volume of poems,
tentatively titled Ballads Bad and
Beautiful, and a play focusing on
adolescence, Aunt Honey's Kisses.

and registration receipts. For
replacement of an I. D. card there is
·•·
a $5.00 fee to be paid in the Bursar's Office.
lnstrudors and Staff members
must get an action form from the
Personnel Office to obtain an I.D.
card.

did he have to fight? The second
writing sold one million or more
copies .
He is wise because he has never
ceased that lust to learn and has
never lost the joy for life. He
counts every opportunity to learn
and everything one cai1 learn as a
plus to life. Citing his dictum on
learning, he said "Education is
only good if retained and put into
proper perspective . You must have
wisdom to guide intelligence and
don't let material growth make you
forget your umbilical cord. Each
person must find their own way of
dealing with the stages of learning,
ahsorbi ng . and pract ica I a rplication ."
Ph.D in Life

lltera.ture of these areas. Among

J.D. Information
I.D. photo and validations are
taken in the Van Carpenter Building only on the following days:
MONDAY- 2 p.m.-4 p.m. and
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
THURSDAY 12 noon-2
p.m. and 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Students must bril)g their bursar
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With an outlook on life such as
he has. horn out of raw e.xperience,
with numerous invitation-. to
lecture at such places as /\narbor
College, Amherst, Trenton State
(N.J.), the lntcrAmerican
University in Puerto Rico, it is
understandable how this Puer to
Ri-:an Johnny Apple Seed style poet
that reads humans ' books, has
endowed him self a Ph.D in world
knowledge.
In the coming months, Piri will
take a film crew to Comstock
pri.~on to filrn a· · Clay·· of musk
sharing with flutist Leroy Nelson.
Joe Bataan and inmate performers .
He will be hack to BCC . ..
Jeanette Rodriguez, actress in
"The Me Nobod y Knows,"
presented Piri with tickets to sec the
performance put on hy the Theatre
Work~hop, November 16-20.

Student Ed. Fund Sponsors
Information Contest
The
National
Student school, a $1,000 scholarship, which
Educational Fund is sponsoring a will be given to a student with
national competition to recognize financial need.
college students who produce the
Application packets and com best informational materials for petition rules arc availalbe on
other students .
request from the National Student
$12,000 in scholarsh ips will be Educational Fund, 2000 P St. NW ,
awarded in this national com- Suite 305, Washington , D.C.
petition called the Better In- 20036. Entries must be postmarked
formation Project Prizes in no later than February 28, 1978 .
Education (BIPPIF.) .
The competition is supported by
Individual students or student a grant from the Department of
groups arc eligible to submit entries Health, Education and Welfare's
in any media produced during the hmd for the Improvement of
1976-77 or 1977-78 academic years. Postsecondary Education. to date,
Materials must be aimed at in- scholarships have been provided by
forming fellow students about The Chronicle of Higher
campus programs, opportunities Education , The Ford Foundation,
and experiences .
the Forum for the Advancement of
Prizes will be awarded in two Students
in
Science and
categories: general information Technology, lnc,l and The Inaimed at the entire student com- ternational Study Travel Center,
munity (such as orientation guides, Inc. The Colleg_e Entrance
course and teacher evaluations and Examination Board has confinancial ·aid manuals) and in- tributed toward the project's
formation aimed at specific student evaluation activities.
groups including but not limited to
The competition is sponsored by
women,
the
handicapped, the National Student Educational
minorities and older students.
Fund, a national non-profit group
Each of twelve winners will be engaged in research, information
awarded a trip to Washington, services and training activities from
D.C. to accept, on behalf of their a student perspective.
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Charlie'sPowerfulAngel

By MERE()ITH NIELSEN

We have come a long way from
herbs to Marijuana, Maryjane,
Reefers, Pot, Joints and now it is
Angel Dust. .The almighty Angel
Dust that is believed to be the most
dangerous reefers on the street
today is being smoked by young
people.
Angel Dust was not created by
the local unlicensed vender on the
street corner, or on campus, or
anywhere else for that mallcr.
Angel Dust was created by a group
of self-appointed chemists.
The dust, or Angel Dust which is
the more sophisticated name given
to the drug on the East Coast, or
P.C.P . which it is being called by
on the West Coast can be deadly. It
can cause hallucinations, convulsions, irreversible brain damage
and violent behavior. The going
price for these life threatening
stimulants is one dollar and up.
Medical doctors and specifically
neurologists ~ave reported their
findings to support the facts that
Angel Dust is dangerous to your
brain. There have been reported
cases in California and New York
where autopsies were performed on
victims who had died from convulsions secondary to inhaling or
injecting the substance of Angel
Dust. These victims had no
previous history of medical or
neurological problems. These
reports strongly suggest that the
victims had smoked Angel Dust
just prior to their deaths. The
evidence was collaborated by the
companions uf the victims.
Police laboratory tests proved
that what appears to be a regular
joint, contained no more than 301t!o

II

Make-up Placement Exam Schedule

Mr. Peter Daniels, Coordinator of Placement Examinations, announces
that Placement Examinations will be offered to currently enrolled students
who missed them in the subject areas listed below. These examinations will
pure marijuana and an assortment and on from serious incidents to be given in Gould Memorial Library Auditorium. The following tentative
of other paraphcnalia - such as cases where people are being ad- schedule is issued for your guidance and information:
Tu('sday, November 29, 1977
tea leaves, ordinary dry leaves and mitted for mental health ob- Monday, Nov('mber 28, 1977
4:45p.m.English
or
English
as
5:00p.m.- Mathematks
even horse manure, which amounts servation, only to discover by the
a
Second
Language
6:00p.m.Spanish, French
to another 301t!o of trash in the hospital staff that the individual
6:00p.m.Reading
German, Italian
joint. The combination of was intoxicated from Angel Dust.
7:00p.m.
Communications
Arts
marijuana and trash is then You can on occasions get flash7:00p.m.- Spatial Relations
and Sciences
saturated with a chemical or backs from Angel Dust and ac- &
Sciences
chemicals, and can be purchased cording to people interviewed, they
Chemistry
8:00p
.m.across the counter at most local can be horrible. There are no
significant advance programs for
drug stores.
The purpose of this back room the individual who suffers from the WATCH CAMPUS BULLETIN BOARDS FOR FURTHER ANlaboratory procedure is to produce withdrawal syndromes . The NOUNCEMENTS REGARDING PLACEMENT EXAMINATIONS.
a product that would give the in- withdrawal can last for eight hours
dividual the ultimate high in or more, and all the doctors can do
smoking pot. The amount of pure at 1his stage is 1o pray.
This information is not available
herb in a joint which is only 301t!o
cannot produce the type of high to you from the so-called main
that the average smoker demands. man who sells these loose or --Following the tremendous
disco provided by WBCC Radio
In order to magnify the high, packaged joints. He has no reason
success of the 20th Anniversary Station D.J. 's that will go all night
chemicals must be added which can to inform his customers to be wary Birthday Party, the Alumni
until the doors close. All Studenttrigger off violent behavior.
of the various hazards that are Association has decided to host a
Facuhy and staff are invited.
Many people are facing criminal involved whenever you smoke his second gala event - this one in
Admission to the Night-Club is
charges against them, who have product, or the fact that his December. We arc calling it the
$5.00 for all. The $5.00 admission
is saturated
with
committed vicious crimes, under product
B.C.C. HOLIDAY NIGHT- charge at the door includes $2.00
the influence of Angel Dust. In chemicals. He is only the seller, not CLUB.
worth of chips we will give you to
California a young man is being the advertiser .
The night of December 16th, a begin your night's entertainment.
The irony is, what was once used
accused of killing his entire family
Friday, from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m.,
Refreshments, including beer
of four with a rifle while he was by certain religious sects around the Gould Student Center will come
will be sold.
under the influence of Angel Dust. world, is now being abused and alive with festivities. Downstairs
Come and enjoy the holiday
A group of high school teenagers in impregnated with chemicals and
there will be an intimate cafe, season with us . We can promise
California is being held on man- poisonous organic substances.
complete with its own cabaret you entertainment from Larnelle
You remember when you were
slaughter for driving an automobile
performance. Next door, 1he Butler to the Cabaret, dancing 'til2
in a crowd of people in front of a informed by a seller, or the party
gambling
casino,
featuring a.m.
theatre and killing three elderly host or hostess that what you were
roulellc, and black jack, and a host
Limited amount of tickets
persons. These teenagers were about to smoke was Columbian
of other games, will be in full available, so buy early. Tickets arc
under the influence of P.C.P. Red or Gold, Mexican or Jamaican
swing. Upstairs, in the 2nd floor available in the Alumni office,
People have been known to rip pot? The understanding was, the
lounge, there will be a dancing to a GSC 204orGHR 320 .
both of their eyes out because they further away the country, the bellcr
were seeing horrifying things while the high. Now they arc not able to
hallucinating from P . C. P.
tell you where it came from, but
Elmhurst Hospital, one of the rather what it is called, if they feel
major hospitals in New York has obliged. The best rhing to do if one
documented .cases of people who finds himself in such a situation, is
had amputated their genitals
to think with your brain, about
because they moved while being your brain. It is the only one you
BY OR. AI.LAN WOLK,
have got.
intoxicated. These reports go on
COLLEGE OMBUDSMAN
O('ar ()oc,
I know you have been elected Ombudsman for the students, but would
you consider using your talent for faculty hardships? A holocaust is occurring! Left and right, faculty are being denied tenure and reappointment. And most of them are damm good teachers.
-Signed
-Angry as hell faculty m('mber
Dear Colleague,
clinical work experience arc eligible
Sprin~ St•mt•strr ... in At>ril
What can I tell you that you don't already know? One alternative, of
for exemption exams in any or all
Actual dates will be set by the
course,
is the grievance mechanism utilizing the services of our $222.00 a
of BIO 60, 61, 62, 63 .
appropriate Exemption Exam
year.
After completing the special Coordinator.
exemption exams, the student will
Several months before the
be granted credit with grade and exams, the student must have a per- Dear Doc,
What do I do with students who decide to cut, and overcut every Friday
index value for the appropriate sonal interview. To arrange for the
or
rainy day, or who are forever coming to class late?
courses.
interview, contact:
-Signed
The exams arc given twice a year:
Prof. Kostroff-x730-Bio 60 & 61
-Dedicated
Teacher
•·au S('mest('r .. in Nonmb('r
Prof. (.('vitan-x32S·Bio 62 & 63
OearO.T.
If you feel there is no acceptable excuse for such behavior, then modify
it by applying the college rules and regulations. I do. A student is entitled
to twice the number of cuts that his/her class meets. Any student who
KENNY'S PLACE INC.
habitually cuts his/her classes does not deserve to be in them.

BCC Goes Vegas for Xmas

~Dear Doc

1!

Faculty Gripes

Med Lab Exemption Exam
Medical Laboratory Technology
students who have acquired
knowl('dg(' and skills through
training in the armed forces or in

MODELS
ACTORS
. DANCERS
CLASSIC
BY
PORTFOLIOS

For the latest
in menswear
CINEMATOGRAPHER PHOTOGRAPHER
2385 Grand Concourse
Bronx, N.Y. 1046tJ

NEW YORK

364-6220

Kenny Gilkes
625 LENOX AVENUE

(Bet. 141 1142 Str. .ts)
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10030
690-1132

10°/o Discount with I.D.

SNEAKER JOINT
1405 ST. NICHOLAS AVE.

(Between 180th and 181st Sts.)
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10033
Telephone 795·3503
Featuring Pro-Keds, Pumas, Converse, Kid Power, Specs

DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU ARE GOING?
IF NOT, COME BUY A PAIR OF SNEAKERS AND LET
YOUR FEET TAKE YOU THERE.
CD&OO

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

!Continued from Page 2)
referred to the school psychologist
gave her someone to talk to if
nothing else.
These examples all show how the
instructors do care about the
students and the student's welfare.
If you have problems talk to your
instructors. You'd be surprised at
the vigilance some professors solicit
probably without being too aware
of it. It's nice having teachers that
students can relate to . Being able to
relate on such mailers makes the
student want to achieve even more
that college degree which will make
their goals in life alot simpler to
reach.
l.eisa Jones

Dear Doc,
Can I send you a student who continually disrupts the class with his
wiseguy antics. My efforts to curb his uncalled for behavior have been in
vain.
-Signed
-Sidrupted Professor
Dear Porfessor Disrupted,
Don't send him to me, that's beyond (thank goodness) my jurisdiction.
You can present your case to the Student Faculty Disciplinary Committee
which will give a fair hearing to all parties.
Dear Doc,
I hesitate to step into Gould Student Center. Not only is it filthy refuse strewn all over, but gambling, drinking and pot smoking take place
openly. My students have complained to me about this. Is anything being
done to rectify this disgraceful situation?
-Signed
-Turned Off
Dear Professor T .0.,
President Brown has made this one of his top priorities for 1977-78. A
student-faculty task force has investigated GSC and has presented him
with their findings. I'm sure your letter will help to highlight the problem.
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D. "Disease among animals"
a. So widespread is disease in
animals that it has grown to almost
epedimic proportions.
b. The rapid rise of leukemia in
callle is of special interest, when
showed that when non meat-eating you remember that leukemia is now
rookie athletes of Yale ll'efe pitted a major cause of death among
against the best o_{yale athletes, the children in the U.S.
untrained men had more than twice
c. Cows with eye cancer may be
the endurance of meat eating kept until both eyes are blind. Then
athletes eliminated the person who they may he sold for meat ({ the
ears meats loads himself with the head is cut off. Then there is no
wastes ld the meat . When these gross evidence of disease spreading
waste reach the hody cells, they to other organs.
bring on fatigue and aging.
d. One farmer used stilhesrerol
C. The Bible indicates that for 'pellets and paste for his chickens.
ten generations, before the flood, Consumption of this meat caused
people lived on an average of 912 his four year old son and two year
years. After the flood they began old daughter' to develop enlarged
eating flesh. The life of the next ten breasts and his wife to experience
generations was shortened to an the menstrual period twice a
average of 317 years.
month.

Medical Dangers Cited
In Meat Based Diet
RY VIVIAN NARAN.JO
Unfortunately when it comes to
controlling his own health, man has
made very little progress over the
past 5000 years. it is very hard to
unlearn the falsehoods we have
accepted as truth all our lives . So
much of what we are taught both in
school and at our mothers knee is
nothing more than handed down
opinion that simply will not hold
up under cold, hard analysis or
weather the test of new experience.
The great scientist Albert Einstein
describes most of what we learned
as "a collection of prejudices which
are fed to us with a porridge spoon
before our eighteenth year." In
schools at all grade levels, teachers
are presenting current documentations . Based on new experiences
and research . These documentations dearly rebutc yesterday's
"facts," making them today's
myths,
superst1t1ons
and
falsehoods.
The average American has been
conditioned to believe that only a
meat'based diet can provide the
nutrition necessary for good
health. Traditionally (not
naturally) we are a nation of meat
caters, consuming 15 pounds of
meat per person, per month. There
are at least 30 known animal
diseases which arc transmitted to
man through mammalian meat.
Trichinosis is the most widespread
example. It affects every sixth
person in America; many believe
this pen:entagc is even high. About
511Jo who arc infected die. Is meat
necessary to our health? Is it the
best source of nutrition? Meat is by
far one of the most harmful
poisons to the body.
Medical Research conducted
over the past couple of decades has
proven that many of today's
"killer" diseases such as cancer,
leukemia, sickel cell, tubcn:ulosis,
etc. can be directly linked to the
consumption of meat, because the
manufacturing and selling of meat
in this country is a multibillion
dollar industry. one should not
wonder why this fact has received
so little exposure. Meat is not a
suitable item of diet for the human
being for the following anatomical
and physiological reasons:
I. Putrefaction (or decay) begins
in all flesh from the moment of
death.
2. The longer the time from the
death of your meat to your mouth,
the more dangerous it is to you.
(note: carnivorous animals ear
their kill in the raw)
3. This process of decay results
in various poisions, collecting in
the dead animal tissues to the meat
eater.
4. Meat is acid-forming in the
blood-stream and lays down the
foundation for such degenerating
conditions as arthritis, rhumatisim,
diabetes and arterio-sclerosis and
alw cancer.
According to Owens Pare(( M.D. :
A. Aging and fatigue are
hastened hy flesh foods. Age is the
wearing out of the body. the cells
of the body are little units. Each
must take on nourishment, give off
waste and breathe oxygen. When
something interferes with this
process, the cells and oxygen they
make up, deteriorate.
B. Some years ago a well known
Yale professor Dr. Irving Fisher
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e. Stilbesterol is a female sex
hormone used to increase the
weight of beef and chicken. the
practice (~f injecting stilhesterol
under the skin of the animal was
discontinued in 1959. After ten
years (~l approval by the FDA,
finally they discovered that resdue
(~lthe hormone appears in meat.

People are continually eating
meat that is filled with tuberculosis
and canerous germs . Tuberculosis ,
cancer and other fatal diseases are
thus commuted.
Modern man is not altogether to
blame because tradition is a
compelling factor, its roots have
been fashioned in the prevailing
superstitions throughout the ages.
This belief deeply ingrained in our
marrow requires more than a mere
wink or dry book theory to uproot.

In other words, the universal
nutritional belief that one only
needs to put nourishment into the
system no matter whether disease
forming or not, is not only incorrect but the direct cause of our
present day strife and chaos.
Morrios Kork, in his book
"Fruit -the Food and Medicine for
~an" said, "The herbivorous
group, by living on their ideal diet
of herbs , grass and leaves live
longer than their natural enemiesthe carnivora. Similarly, if man
lived on his natural food- ... his
health, intelligence and understanding would by far surpass
the accepted standards.
In the teachings of hipporcratcs
(the father of medicine) he teaches
that our food must be our medicine
and our medicine must be our food.

A Mateus Lamp Kit
can make your evening even brighter.
You know how imported Mateus Rose and White Mateus can liven
up your evening. But now, here's something that'll make it even brighter.
The Mateus Lamp Kit.
Send $10.95 along with the coupon attached, and we'll send you
this easy-to-put-together Mateus Lamp Kit~
Start with a 50-oz. Mateus bottle (Rose or White). Have some
friends over and enjoy the wine. When the bottle's empty, make yourself a
beautiful lamp in seconds. No tools required.
Look at it this way: recycling never tasted so good.
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Larnette Butler:
Determination &Talent
BY LESLIE JOY BROWN

Born a "Native New Yorker" hailing from the South Bronx, Larnette Butler is the
daughter of West Indian parents. Her interest in music and the performing arts was inspired
by her rhythmic ancestrial background, including both her mother and father who sing and
play instruments. Her mother plays piano and sings, her father is astute on the saxaphone.
Her brother also plays bass for a group called Abantanna of which Larnette was the
vocalist.
Her third grade teacher became
aware of Larnette's talents as a
singer, and encouraged her to be
more active. Her first stage performance was in Snow White when
she was in the fifth grade.
At her parent's insistance, she
also took piano lessons, but
because she felt tied to the piano
and left out of peer group activities, she soon gave up the piano.
Today, Larnette says, "I wish that
I had continued stu<J¥ing the
piano."
During Junior High and High
School, Larnette was scarcely
involved in student and extra
curricular activities, but the will to
better herself was a seed planted
early in her childhood. It had only
to wait for its proper time to
bloom. After completing High
School, the desire to satisfy her
personal creativity began to
emerge.
Being a person who was uncertain of her direction but
determined to enhance her
knowledge, Larnette took a job
with the Federal Government, and
shortly thereater, enrolled at BCC
as an evening student. One
semester of living this dual role was
the breaking point in her life. Her
need to develop her creativity came
to full blossom. Her job as a stenotypist for the U.S. General Accounting Office had no room for
creativity and did not present
enough of a challenge. It seemed as
though college offered limitless
possibilities. She resigned her
position and became a full-time
student with an emphasis on the
performing arts. Since then, she
has changed her curriculum to a
Liberal Arts major.

Although she considers herself to
be a non-competitive person, her
confidence in her ability coupled
with a steady determination to
succeed in all she endeavors, makes
her an exceptional competitor of
the highest degree.

Larnette has always been aware
of her talents as a singer, but it was
not until coming to BCC that she
realized she also had acting ability.
Professor AI Cosentino of the
Communications Department was
instrumental in convincing her of
her talents and she feels he has been
a great inspiration to her. The only
professional training she has
received outside of her experience
at BCC, is a short stay with the AI
Fann Theatrical Ensemble. To
date, her theatre credits include the
spectacular performance of Bloody
Mary in "South Pacific," the part
of Fermina, a Moorish Dancer in
"Man of La Mancha, " and also
she was the Make-up Artist in "A
Raisin in the Sun."
Larnette has performed for a
variety of ceremonies on the
Larnette Butler
campus which include, a most
Since entering BCC, Larnette's memorable, standing ovation
numerous achievements have performance of the gospel tune
contributed to her being a student "Joy, Joy" at the June 1977
worthy of praise and respect to the graduation. Other performances
highest degree. She has earned both were at the BCC 20th Anniversary
honors and awards and has con- and Activities Day with Denton
tributed much to various student Darien, Open House with John
groups on campus. These honors Robinson Ill, the Nurses-Pinning
include the Cumulative and & Stripping Ceremony, the Spring
Semester Dean's List, for which she Music Festival and Music
gave the student response, and also Showcase, Black History Day and
the Delta Psi Omega, which is a the Latin-Jazz Ensemble.
National Honorary Dramatic
Although Larnette has had
Fraternity. Her awards for par- college work study experience in
ticipating in student clubs include a places like Reality House, the
Service Award for her involvement Financial Aide Office and
with the Student Government in presently, the Office of the
1976-77, O.I.C. Representative President, she, like many other
(1975-76) and President (1976-77) students, has not yet decided on a
of the Theatre Workshop, a definite career goal. Whatever field
Certificate of Service (1976-77), she chooses, she plans to be a
and presently she is Acting. Ph.D. candidate.
Secretary of the Black Student
Presently, Larnette is featured in
Union.
a vocal trio called Jasmin with
Laverne Seabrook, an evening
student at BCC and Maxine
Simmons. One of her main objectives is to enter the recording end
of the business. Her next singing
engagement with Jasmin will be at
the Americana (City Squire Inn) on
January 21, 1978.
In addition to her many inby FRAN ALBERO
in a ballet; meet again. One, Emma volvements, L.arnette is also the
The new film, The Turning (Ms. Bancroft), is a fading prima mother of an 11-year-old daugther
Point, will not only enthuse the ballerina; the other, Deedee (Ms. named Simone.
disciples of ballet, but will convert MacLaine), is an unfulfilled wife
Looking tov.'ard the future, she
non-believers. I speak as a former and mother. Many buried and expects to graduate in June '78.
non-believer. The Turning Point bruising emotions are churned up After this, she intends to go out and
not only marks the screen's return when Deedee's daughter, Emilia, pursue her singing career and hopes
of Shirley MacLaine, but the rare joins her mother's former ballet to do some recording. Beside her
and precious presentation of Anne company. Emilia is portrayed by academic and career goals, she also
Bancroft. An additional plus is the another refreshing new face plans to get married. In her own
even rarer dazzling dance displays heralding from the New York City words, she hopes to be a "Star."
by the talented ballet sensation, Ballet, Leslie Browne. The story is
Her feelings about life are that
Mikhail Baryshnikov. The ballet enhanced by many humorous basically people arc insecure, and
corps is currently a source of the incidents such as Emilia's drunken have too much of a need to be
screen's new found superstars . dance scene. Along with its "certified" by others. She thinks
Unlike Rudolf Nureyev, who glamour, the grueling and that the world would be a better
allowed himself to be grossly physcially agonizing aspect of place if people believed in themmiscast as the Italian demigod of ballet is brought out, and this adds selves more. But first, she said,
the twenties: Vanentineo, Mikhail to the authenticity of the film. Of "we must be true to ourselves
capitalizes on what he does better course, a word of appreciation before we can be true to others."
than anyone else, dance ballet.
should be said for the time
Being an Aries, born on April
Written by Arthur Laurents and conquering music of my favorite, Fool's Day, she has proven herself
directed by Herbert Ross, the Tchaikovsky, whose compositions to be anything but a fool. With
movie is about the trials and resounded throughout the these postttve feelings and
tribulations of life set in the production. All these assets con- thoughts, this lady is on her way to
microcosm of the dance world.
v.erge to make The Turning Point a a bright future, and most certainly,
After many years, two friends realistically fine movie which is she will be remembered at BCC for
wbo .hav.e. coQ11¥Jcd for .top. biJtioe. totally.s.a.tisfying. and eojoy.abJe ..
years to come.

Ballet Highlights
'Turning Point'

O']ays Return

Rocks Music Hall
By ALJAMISON

They hit New York like a falling star out of the night. Messengers sent
from out of ph illy with a new light. As the mist lifted off the stage, and the
crack of the whip got louder, three images came to form, three slaves of
music. Eddie Leverty, Walter Williams, and Sam Strain. The 0' Jays were
in New York for the first time in three years. At Radio City Music Hall,
dressed as slaves, ''Ship A 'Hoy" was devastating as an opener.
The transition from "Ship A 'Hoy" to "For the Love of Money" was
hard-driving especially the way the 0' Jays changed at ire. The swooping
electronic intro to the tune pulls you in and the skillful blend of various
instruments that characterizes their work. Kenny Gamble, Leon Huff, and
Thorn Bell are able to juggle large groupings of instruments with deceptive
ease.

The O'Jays

Strings and brass sections are often ponderous, and rhythm sections that
employ that philly sound. The hands of the masters Gamble and Huff
mold these elements together tight. It would be very hard for me to try and
explain each song, but the program was in this order: "Ship A 'Hoy,"
"For the Love of Money, " and "Back Slabbers. " They did a melody of
tunes, including: "Love Train," "Put Your Hands Together," "Sllfvival," "Work on Me," and "Unity."
·with careful attention placed on "Stairway To Heaven," The 0' Jays
showed why they can stay away for three years and make you think it was
onlY yesterday. But my emotions came upon me when they sung Morris
Albert's "Feelings," which gave New York that Las Vegas nightclub
touch.
I must say this, if Eddie, William, and Sam don't return for another
three years they won't be missed. Why? Well, this concert left a lot to talk
about. There's a message in the music ....

Fonzie's a Hero
BY AL JAMISON

Finding the one you love ... is finding yourself ... "Herots" is a
movie of a very different love story. The participants are a shell shot
veteran (played by Henry Winkler) and a women on her way to a wedding,
her own, portrayed by Sally Field. Jack Dunne who is played by Winkler is
on the move to Eureka, a city in California to have a reunion with the man
who saved his life. While on the other hand, Carol (played by Sally Field)
is on her way to get marri~d in New York.

Sally Field and Henry Winkler in scene from Heroes.

The two meet in a restaurant, where they have dinner over some weird
conversation. In the meeting Jack gets the impulse to show Carol his pet
worms. Carol gets a case of instant paranoia, worms are flying
everywhere, and the customers demand their money back because they
didn't order worms with their dinner. Jack disappears, worms and all.
Carol gets into it with the manager. She breaks a few soda machines and
has to pay three hundred dollars in damages, all courtesy of Jack. Well,
the rest of the movie you'll have to see to believe. On the star chart I gave it
three stars; it's a movie about veterans and its a new frontier to be explored, and the movie, in my mind at least, cleared up the Fonz stereo-type
that Winkler has portrayed for so long. "Heroes" exposes the gifted part
of Mr. Winkler and his future in pictures. After viewing "Heroes" his
future looks good . . .
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Nona's A Knockout; Jacksons Go Places
By LENNY RINALDI
Like the majority of fans, I mourned the musical disintegration of the
hellfire feminine trio known as Labelle. Like thunder and lightning they
pranced onto the stage bizarrely dressed, and always destroying their
audience with their overpowering and often sweat-drenched delivery.
Songs like Lady Marmelade and What Can You Do For Me may never be
performed again with that Labelle scintillation and that's good reason to
mourn.
This trinity has now metamorphised into three individual careers with
hope that someone will be there to carry the soulful torch. Patti Labelle,
soul mama of the ex-group has recently performed at Carnegie Hall and
has a new album out which I'll review next issue. Sarah Dash, the sweet
and innocent piece of the trinity has recently played Reno Sweeney's with
an l.p. soon to come. Nona Hendryx, the rock and gritty member who
wrote many of the Labelle tunes recently performed the Bottom Line and
has a new album entitled Nona Hendryx (Epic) and is the topic of concentration.
Macho Woman
Nona's stage image is much like the cover of her album. Tight to the
skin afro, leather jacket, and picking her nails with a hunting knife, she
seductively licks her lips. Nona is a macho woman with a togugh butch
presence. At the Bottom Line she introduced a hard as a rock band with a
hard as nails performance. In concert, she dressed in a tight leather tunic
which ended at the crotch, fringed with little rabbit tails, for luck I
assume. She had on boots to the knee, and a fleshed toned body stocking,
with no underwear. Performing crotch rock at it's best she seduced the
audience with her gyrations, thrusting her lower anatomy fore and aft,
into the crowd. Like a piece of steak put in front of a hungry audience,
they ate it up. The fact that the majority of the audience was
predominantly female, mostly gay, and some looking as tough as your
friendly neighborhood hells angels didn't matter.
Her band is all men, mucho macho, black and puerto rican, and her
music is hard hot and nasty. Though it proved to be too loud for the
Bottom Line and the stage too crowded for the five members, no one left
disappointed, only screaming for more. Her l.p. is an impressive debut
which won't win any awards, but shows promise for her and her career.
Ironically she opens with a song by Russ Ballard rather than one of her
own. A raggaed influenced tune Winning is one with catchy hooks and
could be a hit single. Songs like Tax Exile, and Take A Chance shows her
heart is into rock. The kind that makes you want to move ·rather than
listen. She belts out love songs. like Once Again. and then suddenly the
mood can change to one of lustful enticement, like the masterpiece Tout
De Suite Mamselle which plays on words and is ready built for her
feminine audience. In fact all the songs except Winning are written all or
partly by her, and it's interesting to note that the songs are genderless so
anyone can relate to them. Nona knows how to satisfy and should be
commended. While the album is imperfectly entertaining her show packs a
:wallop and Nona is a knockout .

The Jacksons are Goin' Places
The Jacksons Goin • Places (Epic) is a funk filled entertainment loaded
with honest to goodness dance music and soul-sopping slow grinds capturing perfect harmonies and highlighting Michael Jacksons' lead vocals.
Besides the incredible Jacksons, producers Gamble and Huff wrote and
produced five of the tunes. Dexter Wansel and the T.S.O.P. Orch. also
lend a helping hand making this a melting pot of many talents. The title
cut, Jump For Joy and Music Takes Over are the funk movers giving a
taste of disco dancing music without the artificial flavorings of synthesizers, sound effects and heavy pantings . I'm not knocking that, but
just happy that the Jacksons have stayed on the funky righteous path of
good music backed with a powerful orch. There is room for both. Even
Though You're. Gone is an easy upbeat ballad while Fi_nd Me A Girl and
Men Of War have that melting tender feel that pets your soul. This winner
has talent in abundance and pounds of pleasure.
Motivation from the Mother Country
Looking at our mother country we see some interesting new British
releases. Steve Hilage Motivation Radio (Atlantic) is not as well put
together or as interesting as his last set L (Atlantic) but it does have its
moments. The music fits comfortably in the science fiction wave of
synthesized sound, now more popular due to Star Wars. Hillage has
always been into spacy synthesizer music but in this case some of his music
is rooted with some uninteresting jazz concepts. Motivation and Radio
both have their moments but dull down rather than climax. Some of the
highlights are Light In The Sky, a combination of synthesizers, guitars,
echoes, and fantastic lady voices, echoing catchy refrains. Saucer Surfing
and Search For The Spark makes side two worthwhile and is a more true to
form spaced out rock and jazz synthesized collage. Octave Doctors
continues the interest with a winding hypnotic attraction. The climax is a
Stones' reinterpretation of Not Fade A way which is mildly interesting but
pales compared to the original, making this worth a listen but recommended for space freaks only.

N-ews and Newsworthy
Nona Hendrix

Concerts to watch for ....... Earth Wind and Fire .. Denise Williams
and Pockets at the Garden Nov. 24th Meatloaf at the Bottom Line Nov.
. 27th and 29th ..... Queen at the Garden Dec. I and 2 ..... .. Grover
Washington Jr. at Avery Fisher Hall Dec. 2 ....... Hall & Oates &
Network at the Palladium Dec 2 & 3 ... .. .. Kansas Dec. 17 & 18 at
Palladium Important L.P .d . . . . . . . OnC'e Upon A Time-Donna
Summer . . . ... . Out Of The Blue - Electric light Orch . .. . .. .
Watch for new Stevie Wonder album shortly .... .. . Newest Disco
Sensation ....... Chic's- Dance, Dance, Dance . .. .... Latin N.Y .
Poll Winners .... ... Hector Lavoe - Song of the year and make
vocalist for De Ti Depende, producer of the year Willie Colon for the
same. Best female vocalist Celia Cruz for Celia, Johnny Justo y Papo.
Band of the year Charanga ...... .

TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR ALL PERFORMANCES
"PHENOMENAL ... A case example of the theater's miracle"
Martin Gottfried- N. Y. Post

LIVE ON STAGE!

THE ·NEW HIT MUSICAL CELEBRATION OF THE 60's

THE WINTER GARDE·N TH.EATRE

at

1634 Broadway. ~5C1th Street

·

TELEQWG 245-4878 I TICKETRON 977-9020 I GROUP SALES 796-3074

TUES. thru THURS. EVG. at 8:00: SUN. MAT. at 3:00;
SUN. EVG.at 7:l:l: $13.50. 11 . 9.
FRI. EVG.-at 8:00; SAT. EVG. at 7:00 and 10:00; $15, 13, 11 .
AOOlTIONAL HOLIDAY MATINEES:
NOV: 25, 26;0EC.3. 10. 17. 27, 213. 29, 30 at 2:00
JAN. 1 at2:00and 5:00; $13.50. 11. 9.
DEC. 24.at 2:00; $15. 13, 11 .
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Rooters beaten at state semis;
cop second met title
· "Close, but no cigar" is an . addage that clearly describes the fortunes of BCC's 1977
var:sity soccer season. After clinching a share of the Met Conference for the second time in ·
the last three years, the Broncos dropped a semi-final game 4-2 to Ulster County Community College at the NJCAA Region XV championships held last week. DCC won the
opening game of .the tournament 3-2 over Suffolk '"'.,,,.....

BCC's Women's Volleyball Tea.m t'or 1977: Back Row- ( Left to Right)
Millie Valentin (Captain), Barbara Rijo, Linda Cautillo (Co-Captains),
Joyce Bloom (Coach), Oanielle Julme. Front Row- Cathy O'Donnell,
Yvette Talton and Joan Sweeney.
DAY

OATF.

Thurs. 12' 1'77
Thus.
12/1
Sal.
12/3
Mon. . 1215
.Yurs.
12/ 6
Wed.
1217
12/ 9
Fri.
Fri.
12/9
Fri.
12/9
ll/ 10 .
Sal.
Tuts.
12/13
Wed.
ll/ 14
Tllurs. ll/15
Fri.
ll/ 16 '
Sal.
12/ 17
Tua.
ll/ 20
Tuts.
ll/20
Thur.
lllll
Wed.
1/ 4178
Wtd.
1/ 11
Thur.
1/ 13
Wed.
1/ 18
Wed.
1/ 18
1/ 24
Tun.
Wtd.
Il lS
Thur.
1/ 26
Thur.
1/ 26
Sal.
1/ 28
Sal.
lil8
1/ 31
Tun.
Wed.
l/1178
. Wed.
l/1
l/3
··ri.
l/3
Sal.
l/4

..,,,

Wed.
Wed.

l/8
l/8

SPORT

OPPONE NT

.'Men's Basketball
Women's B. B.
Wrestllna
Men's B.B.
Womtn's B.B.
Men's B.B.
Men's B.B.
Womtn's 8.8.
Wrrslllna

F.I.T.
Sulli van
Oranar
York
Wrslchrslrr.
N.Y.C.C.
Manhallan
Manballan
HunttrJ.V .
Qurensboro
Farmlnadalt
Klnasboro
Kinasboro
RO(kland
Sullivan
Btrarn
Qurensboro
Farmlngdalr ·
Hoslos

~tn ~s 8. B.

Wonltn's 8.8.
Wrr lllaa
Mtn' 8.8.
Wrn lllna
Mtn's 8 .B.
Mtn's 8 .8 .
Womta's 8 .8 .
Mrn's 8 .8 .
Mtn's 8 .8.
Mtn's 8 .8.
Mtn's B.8 .
Mtn's t :B.
Womtri's 8.8.
Womtn's 8.8.
Wrrsllina
Mtn's 8 .8 .
Womtn's 8 .8.
Mtn 's 8 .8.
Wrrsllina
Mtn's 8.8.
Wr:eslllna
Womtn's 8.8.
Mtn's B.8.
Womtn's 8 .8. ·
Wralllna
Mtn's B.8.
· Womtn's 8 .8 .

Kln~tsboro

Manhauan
Suffolk
KiJIJtSboro
Suffolk
Brrgt n
Wrslr hrslrr
l>ulr hrss
Nassau
"CUNY8"
Rockland
•:~rx-Nas.~au
Nas.~au

Hoslels
Manhauan
"CUNY A&
Hunlrr
··.I .T.
N.Y.C .C.C.

Tl~n:

8:00p.m.
6:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
8:00p.m.
7:45p.m.
8:00p.m.
6:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
7:45p.m.
5:00p.m.
8:00p.m.
6:00 '!.m.
2:00p.m.
8:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
8:00p.m.
8:00p.m.
8:00p.m .
'8:00p.m .
8:00p.m.
5:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
6:00p.m.
8:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
·8:00p.m.
9:00p.m.
8:00p.m.
6:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
6:00p.m.
6:30p.m .

8:00p.m.
5:00p.m.

PUCE
•.. I.T.
Sullivan
B.C.C.
York
B.C.C.
8.C.C.
B.C.C.
B.C.C.
Hunltr
Qurrn s boro
8.C.C.
Kinasboro
Kin~tsboro

8.C.C.
B.C.C.
B.C.C.
8.C.C.
8.C.C.
B.C.C.
B.C.C.
Manhauan
8.C.C.
Kina~boro

Surfolk
B.C.C.
B.C.C.
J)ulr hrs.~

Nassau
B.C.C.
Rockland
B.C.C .
B.C.C .
B.C.C.
Manhattan

8 .C.C.
N.Y.C.C.C.

·KORK·Y
BOUTIQUE
'

OFFERS A 10°/o
DISCOUNT TO A'LL
BRONX COMMUNITY
STU DENTS WITH
PROPER I.D.

27 W. Burnside Ave.
'

'

(1) ~loc;k off Jerome Avenue

\

367-3517

First the good news. BCC
jumped out to a 2-0 firsl half lead
against Suffolk on goals by
Enrique Silva and co-captain Leslie
Picault . In Jhe second slanza, the
upstaters put the pressure, knouing
the score· 2-2, sending the contest
into sudden death . John Marchant
sent the Broncos into the next
round with a goal early in the
overtime period.
Ulster scored two quick goals in
the semifinal contest with BCC and
the Broncos were never able to
catch up. John Ma rcha nl scored
the lone fi rsl half goal for BCC.
Enrique Silva made the score 3-2,
bu t Ulster scored in the fi nal two
minutes of the game to ice the
contest, sending the Broncos home.
Getting into the playoffs was ·
tough enough for the Broncos. It
took a David Brooks goal against
New York City Community
College, clinching a l-0 victory, .
and a one-third share of the MetConference title. with Queensborough and New York City. We
won I he title outrighl in 1975 . .
The teams leading scorer was
All-Met and Region XV All-Star
Leslie Picault with 11 goals. The
team scored 3 goals and gave up
only 17. A 6-3-1 record gave the
Broncos their lhird straighl winning season. Plaudits to Coach
Gary Warren and the players for
another fine season. Keep on kick in
fellas .

Gonzalez ,
wins at
swim ·meet

Recent Bronco Action: (Above) John Marchant leads team upfield vs.
NYCCC (Below) Lenny Tomlinson gets tangled up with Manhattan
defender.

On November 12, 1977 in
Cranfield, New Jersey, Diane
Gonzalez of BCC went with Prof.
Jane Katz on her first swim meet
and came home a winner. The swim
meet was sponsored by AAU
Masters (Amateurs Athletic Union)
of New Jersey. Diane entered the •
50 yard free style and won second
place in 36.3 seconds. She'also won
first place in lhe 25 yard free style
in 16.63 seconds. She said, "I was
scared to dealh but what did I have
to lose."
She presently works as a
lifeguard at BCC and is a member
of the Syncronized Swim Club. She
jusl started swimming seriously
lhree years · ago. She works out
almost everyday. Swimming a mile
and jogging at least three to four
times a week. She says she feels
wonderful with all the exercise.
Diane plans to enter many more
swim meets and will make BCC
very proud of her in the coming
years.
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Special Values
SALE!
Gals
• Fashion Jeans
in Denim & Cord
Reg. $18-$23
• Flannel L/S Shirts
Reg.$14

$14.90
$10.90 .

Guys
• Gap Label Cords Flare & Boot Cut

$10.50

• Fashion Jeans
Reg.$16 & Up

$13.90

• Flannel & Western Shirts$JO
Reg.$14-$16
•

90

Check out our great Levi's for Less
prices!
Kings Plaza
NEW YORK: BROOKLYN
34th Street
NEW YORK:· NEW YORK
59th and Lexin,ton
NEW YORK: NEW ORK

